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 Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) is one of serious web application attack. Web 
applications are involved in every activity of human life. JavaScript plays a 
major role in these web applications. In XSS attacks hacker inject malicious 
JavaScript into a trusted web application, execution of that malicious script 
may steal sensitive information from the user. Previous solutions to prevent 
XSS attacks require a lot of effort to integrate into existing web applications, 
some solutions works at client-side and some solutions works based on filter 
list which needs to be updated regularly. In this paper, we propose an Image 
Substitute technique (ImageSubXSS) to prevent Cross-Site Scripting attacks 
which works at the server-side. The proposed solution is implemented and 
evaluated on a number of XSS attacks. With a single line, developers can 
integrate ImageSubXSS into their applications and the proposed solution is 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
According to the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP), Cross-Site Scripting attacks 
[1] are popular and dangerous web application attacks. Attackers inject malicious JavaScript into vulnerable 
web applications. When a user opens that infected web application in their browser, malicious JavaScript will 
be executed and steals cookies and other sensitive information from the user [2].  
XSS vulnerabilities are growing every year, XSS attacks increased by 39% in 2017 and almost 79% 
of web applications having vulnerable JavaScript library [3]. PHP is a popular programming language used to 
develop web applications. It is easy to learn and with this, it is easy to develop websites. So a lot of 
developers without proper knowledge of security developing web applications with a lot of vulnerabilities.  
Proposed ImageSubXSS will prevent Cross-Site Scripting attacks, this solution works at the server 
side. ImageSubXSS is implemented and tested with PHP language. The rest of the paper is organized as 
follows: Section 2 shows different types of XSS attacks. Section 3 discusses related work. In Section 4 we 
describe the proposed solution to prevent XSS attacks. In Section 5 we evaluated the proposed tool. Section 6 
discusses the limitations and future works. Finally, Section 7 concludes briefly. 
 
 
2. CROSS-SITE SCRIPTING ATTACK TYPES 
Two most popular XSS attack types are reflected (Non-persistent) and Stored (Persistent) attacks 
[4]. The proposed solution in this paper is able to prevent both of these attacks. 
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2.1.  Reflected (non-persistent) 
In Reflected XSS attacks, malicious script will be sent to the server through request and server will 
reflect back that malicious code in response. That malicious code will be executed at user browser and steals 
user‟s sensitive information. Normally Reflected attacks reach user through E-mail or malicious websites. 
Example malicious link: 
http://example.net/searchpage.php?searchkeyword=<script>alert ("XSS Attack"); </script> 
 
2.2.  Stored (persistent) 
In Stored XSS attacks, malicious scripts will be stored permanently on the web server database [5]. 
An attacker can inject scripts in a vulnerable web application by writing malicious scripts in the comment 
section, post message section, etc. Whenever a normal user visits that comment section of the website, then 
those injected scripts will be executed and may steal user‟s sensitive information. 
Example: The attacker injects malicious code in the comment section in the vulnerable web page. 
<script> alert("XSS Attack"); </script> 
 
 
3. LITERATURE WORK 
Hydara et al. [6] conducted a literature study on 115 research papers related to XSS attacks from 
2004 to 2012. Their study shows that Reflected XSS attacks are popular XSS attacks compared to other types 
of XSS attacks. Their study shows that most of the work done on detecting and preventing XSS attack 
vulnerabilities instead of removing vulnerabilities from source code. 
Shanmugasundaram, Ravivarman, and Thangavellu [7] stated that websites contain XSS 
vulnerabilities because developer lack required knowledge on XSS attacks and developers are unable to 
implement existing solutions in their applications. There are different solutions exist to prevent XSS attacks 
at client-side and server-side. 
Noxes: Client-Side Solution. Developed by Kirda et al. [8], it is a client-side web application 
firewall. Noxes works on a client browser. It acts as a personal firewall in the user browser. If the user 
requests any URL, checks the filter list to validate URL before sending server request. There will be an alert 
box for every new URL to validate the URL by the user. To avoid so many alerts there will be a threshold 
(k), for each page can have k external links and these are considered valid for one click or that session. In this 
solution, the user needs to have knowledge on deciding which URL is safe and which is not safe. 
SWAP: Server-Side Solution. Developed by Wurzinger et al. [9], SWAP means Secure Web 
Application Proxy. It is a reverse proxy technique. Input request is ignored and only output responses are 
filtered to find XSS attacks. In web application‟s JavaScript, it will modify code by replacing Script with 
Script Ids (ex: <script> to <scrip5>). So executable JavaScript will be converted into non-executable 
JavaScript. While sending a response to the client it checks for JavaScript. If it finds any JavaScript then it 
considered as an attack and if there is no JavaScript means safe then it will decode all Script Ids and send the 
response to the client. SWAP may not be suitable for applications with rapid code changes. 
BIXSAN: Server-Side Solution. Developed by Chandra and Selvakumar [10], BIXSAN means 
Browser Independent XSS Sanitizer. BIXSAN only allows static tags and remove all dynamic tags. 
JavaScript tester in BIXSAN finds existing in-line JavaScript code in static tags, filters scripted tags and 
finally creates DOM for content. That DOM will be stored in a database or return to the client. BIXSAN can 
prevent Reflected and Stored XSS attacks. Document DOM will be created at server-side uses this DOM in 
the client browser. 
EWAF: Server-Side Solution. Developed by Kazanavicius et al. [11], EWAF means Embedded 
Web Application Firewall. EWAF works based on the blacklist and whitelist filters. Based on user request 
EWAF analyze which attacks were possible like XSS, SQL Injection, etc. After analyzing possibilities of 
attacks, the request sent through corresponding XSS module or SQL Injection or other modules based on 
attack type. Then take a decision whether it is common request or attack request based on results of 
corresponding attack module. 
 
 
4. IMAGESUBXSS: THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE TO PREVENT XSS ATTACKS 
4.1.  Overview 
ImageSubXSS is Image Substitute technique to prevent Cross-Site Scripting attacks. In this system, 
characters involved in XSS attacks are replaced with corresponding images. Figure 1 shows the 
ImageSubXSS system overview. 
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Figure 1. ImageSubXSS system overview 
 
 
Developers need to include single ImageSubXSS tool file to avoid XSS attacks in their web 
applications. This tool will analyze every POST and GET data at server-side and checks for malicious 
characters in user input data [12]. If there are any those characters it will replace those characters with 
corresponding images. After modifications, the data will proceed to the remaining application. Based on a 
web application that data may be reflected back to the user‟s browser or stored in a database. Figure 2 shows 
how the input data handled by the ImageSubXSS system by simply considering “<” as a malicious 



















Figure 2. The flow of input data in ImageSubXSS system 
 
 
4.2.  ImageSubXSS images 
ImageSubXSS tool uses images to prevent Cross-Site Scripting attacks. This tool will check 
malicious characters like “, ‟, (, \, <, and &#. It will replace those malicious characters with corresponding 
images. All these images are highly compressed to improve performance. Sizes of these images are between 
200 to 600 Bytes. Table 1 shows the characters and corresponding images, these characters are the most 
frequent special characters involve in XSS attacks. 
ImageSubXSS tool allows developers to choose different color images based on their web 
application background. Black Images: These images are clearly visible on web applications with light color 
related backgrounds, check example shown in Figure 3. White Images: These images can be used in web 





Figure 3. Black images on the light color background 
 
 
Figure 4. White images on the dark color background 
 
 
User input data with attack script in search field – At Browser 
search = <script>alert(“attack”);</script> 
 
User input data will be converted into below code – At Server 
$_POST[„search‟] = <img src="lt.png" > script>alert(“attack”); <img src="lt.png" >/script> 
Processed user input data will looks like below code – At Browser 
search = script>alert(“attack”); /script> 
ImageSubXSS 
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Table 1. Characters and Corresponding Image 
Character Black Image White Image 
“   
„   
(   
\   
<   
&#   
 
 
4.3.  Testing on real world web application 
We tested web application with our proposed system. ImageSubXSS is able to prevent all XSS 
attacks. We implemented the system in PHP programming language but it can be implemented in any 
language and can be used on any web application. As a developer, they need to include ImageSubXSS tool 
file. So the only modification required to implement ImageSubXSS in existing web application is to add 
below code at beginning of PHP file, which handles user input data. 
 
<?php 
//Input data in this file is filtered by ImageSubXSS tool include "ImageSubXSS.php";… 
//Remaining code may contain code to show data to user or 
//store data in database 
?> 
 
From the above code, ImageSubXSS.php file contains functions to filter and replace malicious 
characters with corresponding images. Figure 5 shows a web page without any XSS security and Figure 6 













5. EVALUATION  
We manually tested and verified our solution with more than 100 XSS attacks [14] from different 
sources like OWSAP XSS Filter Evasion Cheat Sheet [15] etc. ImageSubXSS system able to prevent all 
attack vectors with 100% prevention rate, Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows example XSS attack vectors. 
ImageSubXSS will not break the web application look even if there is an XSS attack. 
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Figure 8. XSS attack 2 and corresponding ImageSubXSS output 
 
 
6. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
ImageSubXSS system can be implemented into existing web application with a single line of code 
but sometimes developers need to configure properly to integrate this solution into their web applications. If 
developers have their own XSS prevention functions those need to be executed first otherwise ImageSubXSS 
may cause problems while handling user data. Compared to large and complex web applications proposed 
solution works most effectively on small and simple web applications.  
Currently, Image Substitute system to prevent XSS attacks was implemented in PHP, so it only 
supports PHP web applications. We are working on implementations in other programming languages like 





Web applications are growing rapidly. Cross-Site Scripting attacks are popular web application 
attacks, XSS attacks are difficult to prevent. Previous solutions have difficulties in integrating into existing 
websites. Image Substitute Technique named ImageSubXSS was proposed to prevent Cross-Site Scripting 
attacks in web applications. ImageSubXSS can be integrated into existing websites with a single line of code. 
ImageSubXSS is most effective in simple web applications. Our evaluation shows that ImageSubXSS can 
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